Experimental dietary restriction (DR) is based on a 10--30% reduction in food intake without leading to malnutrition ([@bib70]). DR has been intensively studied and was shown to elongate the lifespan of *Caenorhabditis elegans*, *Drosophila melanogaster*, and rats ([@bib32]). Studies on inbred laboratory mice revealed that DR elongates lifespan in some mouse strains, whereas in others, the effects of DR were neutral or even resulted in lifespan shortening compared with ad libitum (AL)--fed controls ([@bib38]). In long-lived nonhuman primates, two studies reported on the consequences of long-term DR on overall lifespan ([@bib20]; [@bib62]). In both studies, DR did not result in a significant elongation of the lifespan compared with AL controls when all primates were included in the analysis ([@bib20]; [@bib62]). These results stand in contrast to multiple studies having unambiguously documented beneficial effects of DR on health parameters and disease prevention in both murine models and primates, including suppression of cancer development, memory loss, hearing impairments, type 2 diabetes, hypertension, and heart disease ([@bib81]; [@bib63]; [@bib19]; [@bib20]; [@bib70]; [@bib62]).

To better understand the effects of DR on health and lifespan, it is important to characterize the cellular consequences of DR at the level of adult tissue stem cells. Adult stem cells exist in many mammalian organs and tissues. Given that stem cells play essential roles in the maintenance of tissue homeostasis and tissue regeneration after damage, it is believed that age-related changes in stem cell function impact tissue aging ([@bib26]; [@bib46]; [@bib35]). Indeed, age-related declines in stem cell functionality occur in various tissues ([@bib55]). However, the effects of DR on stem cell functionality and aging remain to be characterized in greater detail. It was reported that DR enhances muscle stem cell maintenance and activity to regenerate damaged muscle ([@bib8]). In addition, it was shown that DR augments stem cell activity in the intestinal epithelium by stimulating mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) signaling in the Paneth cells that form a niche for intestinal stem cells ([@bib98]).

In the hematopoietic system, DR ameliorated aging-associated increases in the self-renewal of phenotypic hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) with reduced functionality as well as defects in the clearance of nonproliferative (senescent) and damaged T lymphocytes ([@bib83]; [@bib10], [@bib12]; [@bib28]). However, DR-fed mice exhibited an enhanced susceptibility to infections indicative of impaired immune functions ([@bib75]; [@bib33]; [@bib53]; [@bib35]). Mechanistically, the effects of DR on HSC functionality remain incompletely understood but are influenced by genetic factors ([@bib28]).

In this study, we analyzed the short- and long-term effects of adult-onset 30% DR on the capacity of HSCs and progenitor cells in maintaining hematopoietic repopulation and B lymphopoiesis in C57BL/6J mice. The study provides the first experimental evidence that long-term DR alters the lymphoid cell differentiation potential of HSCs and progenitor cells, resulting in immune defects in the context of prolonged bacterial infection. However, long-term DR from young adulthood to midlife improves the maintenance of the repopulation capacity of HSCs by enhancing stem cell quiescence. The study identifies distinct stress signaling factors (IL-6 and IL-7) and growth factors (insulin-like growth factor 1 \[IGF1\]) that contribute to both the positive and adverse effects of DR on HSC functionality.

RESULTS {#s01}
=======

DR retards HSC aging {#s02}
--------------------

HSC aging is characterized by increases in the overall pool size of HSCs but decreases in the capacity of HSCs in maintaining hematopoietic repopulation and lymphopoiesis. This associates with a shift in the HSC pool characterized by substantially increasing numbers of myeloid-biased HSCs that predominantly generate myeloid lineages, but relatively little increases in lymphoid-biased HSCs that predominantly generate lymphoid lineages. This shift in the HSC population is thought to contribute to myeloid skewing of blood cells and decreases in immune functions in response to aging ([@bib67]; [@bib23]; [@bib11]; [@bib80]; [@bib9]; [@bib4]; [@bib31]; [@bib34]). To analyze the long-term consequences of an adult-onset DR on HSCs during aging, 3-mo-old mice were treated with a 30% DR, and analysis of HSC number was followed regularly after up to 9 mo of the treatment. Although the study period ended in midlife (12 mo old) mice, HSCs of mice from the AL group already developed typical phenotypes of aging, e.g., an increase in HSC numbers and a skewing toward myeloid-biased HSCs. Intriguingly, although the phenotypically defined HSCs (CD150^+^CD34^−^c-Kit^+^Sca-1^+^lineage^−^ cells = CD150^+^CD34^−^KSL) increased by approximately fivefold in the AL mice at the age of 12 mo, they increased only very mildly in DR mice ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the increase of myeloid-biased HSCs (CD150^hi^CD34^−^KSL) and the imbalance of the HSC pool in AL mice were substantially rescued in DR mice maintaining a balanced HSC pool at the age of 12 mo ([Fig. 1, B and C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; and [Fig. S1](http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20151100/DC1){#supp1}). To further study the influence of DR on HSC function, transplantation experiments were conducted after mid- (6 mo) and long-term (1 yr) DR versus AL diet. Highly purified phenotypic HSCs (CD150^+^CD34^−^KSL) derived from the DR- or AL-treated mice were transplanted along with competitor cells. Interestingly, DR donor--derived HSCs showed a significantly stronger repopulating capacity compared with AL donor--derived HSCs ([Fig. 1, D--I](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, serial transplantation experiments revealed improved self-renewal capacity of HSCs derived from DR donors compared with HSCs from AL donors ([Fig. 1, I and J](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these data indicated that DR leads to improved maintenance of the functional reserve of HSCs during aging. An analysis of the lineage chimerism from donor-derived HSCs revealed that DR donor--derived HSCs had a greatly enhanced lymphoid output compared with AL donor--derived HSCs starting as early as 3--4 wk after transplantation ([Fig. 1, E, F, H, and I](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This improvement in DR donor--derived repopulation capacity was less pronounced in the myeloid lineage ([Fig. 1, G--I](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), but in line with the overall increase in repopulation capacity, DR donor--derived HSCs also exhibited an increase in myeloid output at later time points after transplantation ([Fig. 1 G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these data showed that DR not only phenotypically maintained a balanced myeloid/lymphoid ratio within the HSC pool but also the potential of the HSC pool to generate cells of lymphoid lineage.

![**DR retards HSC aging.** (A--C) 3-mo-old mice were fed with DR diet or AL diet. The HSC population was analyzed by flow cytometry at the indicated time points after dietary intervention (*n* = 4--5 mice per group per time point; *n* = 2 independent experiments). Note that the number of HSCs, in particular myeloid-biased HSCs, of DR mice was maintained relatively stable, whereas it increased significantly over time during aging in AL mice. In B, the significance of the comparison was shown in the lower line for the lymphoid-biased HSCs (CD150^lo^ HSCs) and in the upper line for the myeloid-biased HSCs (CD150^hi^ HSCs). Note that the skewing toward myeloid-biased HSCs during aging in AL mice was rescued in DR mice. (C) Representative FACS plots of mice treated with 9-mo DR or AL gated from c-Kit^+^Sca-1^+^lineage^−^ BM cells. (D--G) 100 HSCs derived from donor mice treated with mid-term (6 mo) DR or AL were transplanted along with 2 × 10^5^ total BM cells from competitor mice into recipient mice (*n* = 4--5 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). Panels show donor-derived total chimerisms (D), chimerisms of lymphoid lineage (E and F), and chimerisms of myeloid lineage (G) in PB at the indicated time points after transplantation. (H--J) 200 HSCs derived from donor mice treated with long-term (1 yr) DR or AL were transplanted along with 2 × 10^5^ total BM cells from competitor mice into recipient mice. 4 mo later, 10^7^ BM cells from the primary recipients were transplanted to secondary recipient mice (*n* = 4--5 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). (H and I) Donor-derived chimerisms in BM 4 mo after primary (H) and secondary (I) transplantation (Tx). (J) Representative FACS plots of primary and secondary recipient mice gated from HSCs. HSCs, CD150^+^CD34^−^c-Kit^+^Sca-1^+^lineage^−^ BM cells; m, months; B, B cells; T, T cells; Mye, myeloid cells; w, weeks. Data are displayed as mean ± SEM. \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, P \< 0.0001 by unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test. ns, not significant.](JEM_20151100_Fig1){#fig1}

DR increases HSC quiescence {#s03}
---------------------------

It is believed that quiescence is a key mechanism contributing to the prevention of aging- and proliferation-induced declines in HSC functionality. Although the majority of adult HSCs are resting under physiological status, they regularly enter and exit the cell cycle to produce short-lived downstream cells in 2--3-mo intervals ([@bib96]; [@bib87]; [@bib7]). These rounds of cell division are thought to contribute to the loss of HSC functionality during aging ([@bib73]; [@bib5]; [@bib30]; [@bib93]). HSCs do not have an unlimited capacity of self-renewal, which is known to exhaust within four to six rounds of serial transplantation--induced replication stress. Increased HSC cycling was shown to lead to the loss of stem cell activity in many genetically modified mouse models ([@bib27]; [@bib15]; [@bib54]; [@bib43]; [@bib97]; [@bib102]; [@bib71]). To test whether DR influences the quiescence of HSCs, the cell cycle status was analyzed by flow cytometry under DR condition. Notably, HSCs exhibited a fast response to DR, leading to a significant increase in the percentage of quiescent HSCs (in G0 phase) appearing 3 d after initiation of DR ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This increase in quiescent HSCs persisted as the treatment was applied for a longer period ([Fig. 2, A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Continuous BrdU labeling---a protocol known to push HSCs into cell cycle ([@bib96])---provoked strong increases in HSC cycling in AL-fed control mice ([Fig. 2, C and D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, DR impaired the responsiveness of HSCs to BrdU-induced cell cycle activity ([Fig. 2, C and D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To further test whether DR reduces HSC proliferation in response to stress, polyinosinic-polycytidylic acid (pIpC)---a known activator of interferon signaling---was injected to DR or AL pretreated mice, and HSC cell cycle activity was analyzed 16 h after injection. Consistent with a previous study ([@bib29]), pIpC significantly activated HSCs in AL mice ([Fig. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Although responsive to pIpC, HSCs of DR mice remained significantly more quiescent compared with HSCs of AL mice ([Fig. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these findings indicated that DR increases HSC quiescence and reduces HSC proliferation in response to stress.

![**DR increases HSC quiescence.** (A and B) HSCs were freshly isolated from mice that were treated for the indicated time periods with a DR or AL diet. Cell cycle was analyzed by FACS using Ki67 and DAPI staining (*n* = 3--5 mice per group per time point; *n* = 2 independent experiments). (A) Quantification of HSCs in G0 phase. Unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test was used. (B) Representative FACS plots gated from HSCs of mice treated with DR or AL for 3 wk. (C and D) Mice were treated with DR or AL for 10 d. On day 4, a single dose of 180 µg BrdU was injected intraperitoneally, and the mice were continuously supplied with 0.8 mg/ml BrdU in drinking water for the subsequent 6 d (*n* = 5 mice per group per time point; *n* = 2 independent experiments). (C) Quantification of BrdU-incorporated HSCs on day 10 (6 d after bolus injection followed by continuous supplementation of BrdU). Unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test was used. (D) Representative FACS plots gated from HSCs. (E) Mice were treated with DR or AL for 8 d followed by a single 5-mg/kg dose of pIpC injection. 16 h after injection, HSC cell cycle activity was analyzed by flow cytometry by Ki67 and DAPI staining (*n* = 4--5 mice per group per time point; *n* = 2 independent experiments). One-way ANOVA analysis was used. (F and G) Mice were treated with DR or AL for 3 wk. Afterward, half of the mice in the DR group were refed AL (RF), whereas the remaining mice were continuously treated with the same diet as before. HSC cycle activity from all groups was analyzed 3 d (F) and 14 d (G) after RF by flow cytometry using Ki67 and DAPI staining (*n* = 4--5 mice per group per time point; *n* = 2 independent experiments). One-way ANOVA analysis was used. Note that HSC cycle activity was strongly activated upon RF. Data are displayed as mean ± SEM. \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, P \< 0.0001. ns, not significant.](JEM_20151100_Fig2){#fig2}

To further investigate how dietary modulation regulates HSC cell cycle activity, mice were kept on DR for 3 wk and then reexposed to an AL diet (refeeding \[RF\]). Reaccess to an AL diet led to a quick (within 3 d) and overshooting G1 entry of HSCs, which by far exceeded the percentage of G1 phase HSCs in mice that were permanently exposed to an AL diet ([Fig. 2 F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This increase in HSC cycling was still seen at 14 d of RF ([Fig. 2 G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these data revealed a DR-dependent switch of HSCs from proliferation into quiescence, which is revertible by RF.

DR leads to suppression of B lymphopoiesis and enhanced erythropoiesis/myelopoiesis {#s04}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The aforementioned data indicated that DR prevents aging-associated increases in the self-renewal of myeloid-biased HSCs (CD150^hi^CD34^−^KSL) but to a much lesser extent in lymphoid-biased HSCs with low CD150 expression (CD150^lo^CD34^−^KSL), thus preventing myeloid skewing of the HSC pool during aging ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To directly address whether DR would also rescue the skewing of hematopoiesis at the progenitor and differentiated blood cell level, different hematopoietic lineages were analyzed kinetically by flow cytometry in adult-onset DR mice compared with AL-fed control mice. In contrast to the beneficial effects at the HSC level, DR showed a significant adverse effect on B lymphopoiesis, indicating a dual role of DR in hematopoietic homeostasis. DR had no strong effect on the overall cell number of hematopoietic cells in BM ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, it induced a severe impairment of B lymphopoiesis ([Fig. 3, B--G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The reduction of B lymphopoiesis did not occur in all lymphoid subpopulations simultaneously, but affected the lineage in a sequential manner starting at early progenitor cell level and then going stepwise down the lineage toward mature B lymphocytes. Specifically, within 3 d of DR, the frequency of common lymphoid progenitors (CLPs; IL-7Rα^+^Flt3^+^c-Kit^mid/low^Sca-1^mid/low^lineage^−^ cells; see [Fig. S2](http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20151100/DC1){#supp2} for representative gating strategy) dropped by 50% ([Fig. 3, B and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and pro--B cells (B220^+^CD24^+^AA4.1^+^TER-119^−^Gr-1^−^CD11b^−^CD3^−^; [Fig. S3](http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20151100/DC1){#supp3}) decreased by ∼25% ([Fig. 3, D and E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas mature B cell numbers in BM remained unchanged at this time point ([Fig. 3 F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, longer treatment of DR (2 wk) resulted in a striking diminishment of lymphoid progenitors ([Fig. 3, B--E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and a significant decrease of mature B cells in the BM ([Fig. 3, F and G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) as well as in the peripheral blood (PB; [Fig. 3 H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), accompanied by a remarkable shrinkage of spleen and thymus ([Fig. 3, I and J](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and a significant impairment of bacteria clearance upon infection challenge ([Fig. 3 K](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). When DR persisted \>9 mo, a recovery of pro--B cell population occurred, but still remained reduced compared with AL mice ([Fig. 3 D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Throughout the investigation period (up to 9 mo of the treatment), the B lymphoid lineage was maintained at a significantly smaller volume compared with the AL mice ([Fig. 3 F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**DR leads to a sequential reduction of lymphopoiesis in BM.** (A) Total number of BM cells of mice treated with DR or AL for 2 wk (*n* = 5 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). (B, D, and F) Flow cytometry analysis of CLPs (B), pro--B cells (D), and B220^+^ cells (F) of BM from mice treated with DR or AL for the indicated time periods (*n* = 4--5 mice per group per time point; *n* = 2 independent experiments). Note a sequential reduction from early progenitors to downstream differentiated cells. (C, E, and G) Representative FACS plots at 2-wk time point gated from c-Kit^mid/low^Sca-1^mid/low^lineage^−^ cells (C), B220^+^TER-119^−^Gr-1^−^CD11b^−^CD3^−^ cells (E), and total BM cells (G). (H--J) B cell counting in PB (H), spleen weight (I), and thymus weight (J) of mice treated with DR or AL for 2 wk (*n* = 5 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). (K) Mice were treated with a DR or AL diet for 10 d and injected with bacteria or vehicle control in the feet. Bacterial load was measured 1 wk after the bacterial injection (*n* = 6 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). CLPs, IL-7Rα^+^Flt3^+^c-Kit^mid/low^Sca-1^mid/low^ lineage^−^ cells; pro--B cells, B220^+^CD24^+^AA4.1^+^TER-119^−^Gr-1^−^CD11b^−^CD3^−^ cells. Data are displayed as mean ± SEM. \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, P \< 0.0001 by unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test. ns, not significant.](JEM_20151100_Fig3){#fig3}

In contrast to the suppression of B lymphopoiesis, erythropoiesis and myelopoiesis were enhanced in DR-treated mice. The number of common myeloid progenitors (CMPs; CD16/32^−^CD34^+^c-Kit^+^Sca-1^−^lineage^−^ cells; Fig. S1), megakaryocyte/erythrocyte progenitors (MEPs; CD16/32^−^CD34^−^c-Kit^+^Sca-1^−^lineage^−^ cells; Fig. S1), granulocyte/macrophage progenitors (GMPs; CD16/32^+^CD34^+^c-Kit^+^Sca-1^−^lineage^−^ cells; Fig. S1), proerythroblasts (proEry's; CD71^+^TER-119^mid^ cells; [Fig. S4](http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20151100/DC1){#supp4}), and CD11b^+^ myeloid cells were all elevated in the BM of DR mice ([Fig. 4, A--G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In line with the increase of erythroid progenitor cells, RBCs and hemoglobin were significantly increased in the PB of DR mice ([Fig. 4, H and I](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The increase in erythropoiesis in response to DR persisted throughout the observation period (up to 9 mo of DR) and was more prominent than the increase in myelopoiesis ([Fig. 4, B, D, H, and I](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that DR induces a biased hematopoiesis mainly toward erythropoiesis.

![**DR leads to enhanced erythropoiesis and myelopoiesis in BM.** (A--E) Flow cytometry analysis of CMPs (A), MEPs (B), GMPs (C), proEry's (D), and myeloid cells (E) of BM from mice treated with DR or AL for the indicated time periods (*n* = 4--5 mice per group per time point; *n* = 2 independent experiments). (F and G) Representative FACS plots at 2-wk time point gated from c-Kit^+^Sca-1^−^lineage^−^ cells (F) and total BM cells (G). (H and I) PB cell counting of RBC (H) and hemoglobin (I) of mice treated with DR or AL for the indicated time periods (*n* = 4--5 mice per time point per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). CMPs, CD16/32^−^CD34^+^c-Kit^+^Sca-1^−^lineage^−^ cells; MEPs, CD16/32^−^CD34^−^c-Kit^+^Sca-1^−^lineage^−^ cells; GMPs, CD16/32^+^CD34^+^c-Kit^+^Sca-1^−^lineage^−^ cells; proEry's, CD71^+^TER-119^mid^ cells; HGB, hemoglobin. Data are displayed as mean ± SEM. \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, P \< 0.0001 by unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test. ns, not significant.](JEM_20151100_Fig4){#fig4}

Interestingly, the RF of an AL diet to mice that were kept for 3 wk on DR led to a strong recovery of B lymphoid lineage, again proceeding in a sequential stepwise process with the fastest response in CLPs followed by recovery of pro--B cells and mature B220^+^ cells in BM ([Fig. 5, A--C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). RF induced a transiently overshooting recovery response characterized by a sequential occurrence of super-normal cell numbers (higher than in control mice that were continuously kept on AL diet) first affecting CLPs, followed by pro--B cells and then by B220^+^ cells ([Fig. 5, A--C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The overshooting recovery response of CLPs was down-regulated to subnormal cell numbers when overproduction of downstream pro--B and mature B220^+^ cells became apparent ([Fig. 5, A--C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). It is possible that this overshooting response to RF also contributed to the strong enhancement of lymphopoiesis at early time points after transplantation of DR donor--derived HSCs compared with AL donor--derived HSCs into lethally irradiated AL recipients ([Fig. 1, E and F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**DR impairs lymphoid cell differentiation and enhances erythropoiesis in lymphoid-biased HSCs.** (A--C) Mice were treated with DR or AL for 3 wk. Afterward, half of the mice in the DR group were refed AL (RF), whereas the remaining mice were continuously treated with the same diet as before. The numbers of CLPs (A), pro--B cells (B), and B220^+^ cells (C) in BM were analyzed by flow cytometry at the indicated time points after RF (*n* = 5 mice per group per time point; *n* = 2 independent experiments). One-way ANOVA analysis was used. Note that a sequential recovery occurred first in CLPs, second in pro--B cells, and lastly in B220^+^ cells after RF. (D and E) Flow cytometry analysis of the ratio of CLPs versus lymphoid-biased HSCs (D) and pro--B cells versus CLPs (E) of BM from mice treated with DR or AL for 1 mo (*n* = 5 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). Unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test was used. (F--I) Mice were treated with DR or AL for 3 wk. Afterward, half of the mice in the DR group were refed AL for 3 or 14 d, whereas the remaining mice were continuously treated with the same diet as before (*n* = 5 mice per time point per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). One-way ANOVA analysis was used. (F) Ratio of CLPs versus lymphoid-biased HSCs after RF for 3 d. (G) Ratio of pro--B cells versus CLPs after RF for 14 d. (H and I) The expressions of lymphoid-, myeloid-, and erythroid-specific genes in lymphoid-biased HSCs (H) and myeloid-biased HSCs (I) were analyzed by qRT-PCR after RF for 3 d (*n* = 3 independent experiments). For each experiment, HSCs were obtained from a pool of three to four mice per group. Data are displayed as mean ± SEM. \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, P \< 0.0001. ns, not significant.](JEM_20151100_Fig5){#fig5}

DR impairs differentiation of lymphoid-biased HSCs and early progenitor cells {#s05}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The aforementioned findings indicated that DR rescues aging-induced skewing within the HSC pool by ameliorating the aging associated increase in myeloid-biased HSCs (CD150^hi^). The myeloid skewing of the aging HSC pool is thought to contribute to aging-induced impairments in lymphopoiesis and immune function ([@bib94]). Although DR ameliorated myeloid skewing of the HSC pool, DR did not result in improved but impaired lymphopoiesis and reduced immune function ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These data prompted an investigation of the effects of DR on the lymphoid cell differentiation potential of HSCs and early progenitor cells. As currently understood, CLPs and CMPs have very limited or no self-renewal activity and must be continuously replenished by differentiation of HSCs. Analyzing the ratio of CLPs to lymphoid-biased HSCs and the ratio of pro--B cells to CLPs revealed a significant reduction of these ratios in response to DR ([Fig. 5, D and E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, RF rescued the skewed ratio of CLPs versus lymphoid-biased HSCs as well as the ratio of pro--B cells versus CLPs ([Fig. 5, F and G](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicated that DR significantly compromised the lymphoid cell differentiation capacity of lymphoid-biased HSCs and early lymphoid progenitor cells. Of note, these inhibitory effects outweighed the positive effect of DR on preventing aging-associated myeloid skewing of the HSC pool ([Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), resulting in an overall reduction of peripheral lymphocytes in blood and lymphoid organ ([Fig. 3, H--J](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

DR impairs master regulators of lymphoid cell differentiation in lymphoid-biased HSCs and proliferation of CLPs {#s06}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fate- and lineage-specifying genes are known to precede lineage commitment at multipotent stages ([@bib66]). Lineage commitment of HSCs is regulated by the expression of lineage-specific genes ([@bib14]; [@bib52]; [@bib68]). To directly test whether DR-induced alterations in HSC differentiation were mediated by cell-intrinsic alteration in the expression of key regulators of myeloid/erythroid versus lymphoid cell differentiation, the expression of candidate genes was analyzed in purified HSC populations by real-time PCR. Intriguingly, lymphoid-biased HSCs exhibited a significant inhibition of lymphoid-specific genes (*Blnk*, *Rag1*, *IL-7Rα*, and *Ly6d*) and an induction of erythroid-specific genes (*Gata1* and *Car1*) in DR-fed mice compared with AL-fed mice ([Fig. 5 H](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, myeloid-biased HSCs did not show strong alterations in the expression of lymphoid cell differentiation--inducing genes in response to DR ([Fig. 5 I](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). However, myeloid-biased HSCs exhibited a significant induction of erythroid cell differentiation--inducing genes in response to DR, indicating that myeloid-biased HSCs contributed to the increase in erythroid cells under DR conditions. RF of the mice rescued these alterations in the gene expression in lymphoid-biased and myeloid-biased HSCs ([Fig. 5, H and I](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Myeloid-specific genes (*CEBPα* and *Mpo*) were not significantly changed in either lymphoid-biased or myeloid-biased HSCs in response to DR, but were significantly down-regulated in myeloid-biased HSCs upon RF ([Fig. 5, H and I](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggested that DR induces alterations in differentiation program in HSCs, mainly involving suppression of lymphoid cell differentiation in lymphoid-biased HSCs and enhancement of erythroid cell differentiation in myeloid-biased HSCs and lymphoid-biased HSCs.

To test additional mechanisms that could be involved in the skewed hematopoiesis under DR conditions, cell cycle status and proliferation were analyzed at early progenitor cell stages (CLPs, MEPs, GMPs, and CMPs). The analyses uncovered that DR elevated the number of CLPs in quiescence ([Fig. 6, A--G](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), whereas RF stimulated the cell cycle activity of CLPs to enter G1 phase ([Fig. 6, F and G](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicated that DR inhibits the cell cycle progression and the proliferation of CLPs. In contrast to the result on CLPs, DR did not suppress cell cycle activity of MEPs, GMPs, or CMPs but led to mild increases in cell cycle activity in the population MEPs and GMPs ([Fig. 6, H--J](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), which was diminished by RF ([Fig. 6, H and I](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, the effect size of these dietary-induced changes in cell cycle activity was very small in these progenitor cell populations, suggesting that DR-dependent increases in erythroid output likely involve proliferation-independent mechanisms, such as changes in differentiation of HSCs and early progenitor cells, resulting in the generation of higher numbers of MEPs and proEry's producing a higher erythroid output with albeit marginally enhanced proliferation rates.

![**DR selectively inhibits proliferation of lymphoid progenitors.** (A--E) Mice were treated with DR or AL for 6 d. On day 4, a single dose of 180 µg BrdU was injected intraperitoneally, and the mice were continuously supplied with 0.8 mg/ml BrdU in drinking water for the subsequent 2 d (*n* = 5 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). Percentage (A) and absolute number (B) of BrdU^−^ cells in the fraction of CLPs. Percentage (C) and absolute number (D) of BrdU^+^ cells in the fraction of CLPs. Unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test was used. (E) Representative FACS plots gated from CLPs. (F--J) Cell cycle activity analysis of CLPs (F), MEPs (H), GMPs (I), and CMPs (J) in mice treated with DR or AL for 3 wk or refed for 3 d after 3 wk of DR (*n* = 4--5 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). One-way ANOVA analysis was used. (G) Representative FACS plots gated from CLPs. Data are displayed as mean ± SEM. \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, P \< 0.0001. ns, not significant.](JEM_20151100_Fig6){#fig6}

To further analyze DR-mediated effects on the reduction of CLPs in BM, CLP migration and apoptosis were analyzed. DR did not change the rate of CLP migration to spleen ([Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), the rate of CLP apoptosis ([Fig. 7 B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), or the expression of apoptosis-inducing genes in CLPs ([Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Because p53 is a regulator of apoptosis, cell cycle, and differentiation of HSCs ([@bib48]; [@bib56]), we performed DR on 2-mo-old p53 knockout (p53^−/−^) mice and p53^+/+^ littermate controls. p53 deletion did not rescue DR-induced reductions in the number of CLPs ([Fig. 7 D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), pro--B cells, or B220^+^ cells (not depicted). Moreover, p53 gene status did not affect DR-mediated suppression of cell cycle activity and expression of lymphoid-specific genes in lymphoid-biased HSCs ([Fig. 7, E and F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Also, the deletion of Puma (the primary mediator of p53 dependent apoptosis; [@bib45]) or the overexpression of Bcl2 (an inhibitor of apoptosis; [@bib69]) did not rescue the decrease in the number of CLPs ([Fig. 7, G and H](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), pro--B cells, or B220^+^ cells (not depicted) in response to DR conditions. Collectively, these data indicated that DR-mediated decreases in lymphopoiesis were not mediated by apoptosis but involved p53-independent suppression of cell cycle activity of HSCs as well as p53-independent alterations in the differentiation of HSCs.

![**Impairment of lymphopoiesis is not the result of CLP mobilization or apoptosis.** (A and B) FACS analysis of CLPs in spleen (Spl) of 2-mo-old mice treated for 2 wk with a DR or AL diet. (A) Absolute number of CLPs in BM (*n* = 4 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). (B) Percentage of apoptosis (Annexin V positive and DAPI negative) in the fraction of CLPs (*n* = 5 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). Unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test was used. (C) qRT-PCR analysis of the mRNA expression of the indicated apoptosis-inducing genes in the fraction of freshly isolated CLPs from BM of 2-mo-old mice treated for 2 wk with a DR or AL diet (*n* = 4 independent experiments). For each experiment, CLPs were extracted from a pool of three mice per group, and expression levels were normalized to β-actin and set to 1 in CLPs derived from AL diet--treated mice. Unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test was used. (D--F) 2-mo-old p53^−/−^ mice and p53^+/+^ mice (littermates) were treated with DR or AL for 2 wk (*n* = 3--4 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). (D) Total number of CLPs analyzed by FACS. (E) Cell cycle activity analysis of HSCs analyzed by Ki67 and DAPI staining. (F) qRT-PCR analysis of the expression of lymphoid-specific genes in lymphoid-biased HSCs. One-way ANOVA analysis was used. (G) FACS analysis of the total number of CLPs from 8-mo-old Puma^−/−^ mice and Puma^+/+^ mice (littermates) that were treated with a DR or AL diet for 2 wk (*n* = 3 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). One-way ANOVA analysis was used. (H) FACS analysis of total number of CLPs from 7-mo-old Bcl2 transgenic mice and age- and gender-matched WT mice that were treated with a DR or AL diet for 2 wk (*n* = 3--4 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). Data are displayed as mean ± SEM. \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, P \< 0.0001 by one-way ANOVA. ns, not significant.](JEM_20151100_Fig7){#fig7}

DR-mediated suppression of IGF1 contributes to increases in HSC quiescence but not the skewing of HSC differentiation {#s07}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The aforementioned findings indicated that DR prevents aging-induced myeloid skewing within the HSC pool but at the same time strongly impairs the lymphoid cell differentiation capacity of HSCs and CLPs, whereas differentiation of HSCs into erythroid/myeloid cells is maintained at high levels irrespective of dietary regiments. It is known that DR suppresses several systemic factors, including growth factors and inflammatory factors. The data on cell cycle analysis and apoptosis suggested that DR-induced increases in G0 residency could contribute to this impairment in differentiation. Because systemic factors are known regulators of HSC activity ([@bib47]; [@bib82]), we sought to test whether alteration in systemic factors mediates the roles of DR on hematopoiesis. To this end, we studied the outcome of supplementing several systemic acting factors in mice exposed to DR. The liver senses the nutrient status and regulates energy metabolism, cell proliferation, and differentiation by IGF1 secretion ([@bib32]; [@bib72]). Genetic reduction of insulin/IGF1 signaling was shown to elongate lifespan in lower-model organisms and female mice ([@bib49]; [@bib44]; [@bib3]; [@bib32]). Insulin/IGF1 signaling is suppressed in response to DR, and this is believed to be one of the major mechanisms promoting improvements in health span in response to DR ([@bib88]; [@bib32]; [@bib40]; [@bib39]). However, its role on hematopoiesis in the context of persistent DR has not been reported. We observed a decreased serum IGF1 level in DR-fed mice compared with AL-fed mice ([Fig. 8 A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, DR-mediated reductions in IGF1 levels were independent of p53 gene status ([Fig. 8 B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). To understand the role of IGF1 signaling on hematopoietic homeostasis under DR conditions, recombinant IGF1 protein or vehicle control was administered to DR-fed mice. IGF1 injection reverted the increase in quiescence of HSCs in DR-fed mice to almost the same level as in AL-fed mice ([Fig. 8 C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). However, this reversion in cell cycle did not rescue the impairment of lymphopoiesis but rather induced an even further enhancement of myelopoiesis/erythropoiesis in DR mice ([Fig. 8, D--G](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicated that DR-induced suppression of IGF1 contributes to the increase in HSC quiescence but not to the impairment in lymphopoiesis in response to DR.

![**IGF1 injection reverts the increases in HSC quiescence but not the suppression of lymphopoiesis in mice exposed to DR.** (A) ELISA-determined serum level of IGF1 in mice treated with DR or AL for 4 d or refed with an AL diet for 3 d after 4 d of DR (*n* = 3--4 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). (B) ELISA-determined serum level of IGF1 in 2-mo-old p53^−/−^ mice and p53^+/+^ mice (littermates) that were treated with DR or AL for 2 wk (*n* = 3--4 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). (C--G) Mice were treated with a DR or AL diet for 8 d. In parallel, recombinant human IGF1 protein or vehicle control was subcutaneously injected twice per day at a dose of 500 µg/kg (*n* = 4 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). FACS analysis was performed 24 h after the last injection on freshly isolated BM cells: percentage of HSCs in the indicated cell cycle stages (C), total numbers of CLPs (D), pro--B cells (E), MEPs (F), and proEry's (G) per million total BM cells are show. AL con, control-injected AL mice; AL IGF1, IGF1-injected AL mice; DR con, control-injected DR mice; DR IGF1, IGF1-injected DR mice. Data are displayed as mean ± SEM. \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, P \< 0.0001 by one-way ANOVA. ns, not significant.](JEM_20151100_Fig8){#fig8}

Suppression of IL-6/IL-7 contributes to the impairment of lymphopoiesis in response to DR {#s08}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several interleukins are known mediators of lymphopoiesis, such as IL-6 and IL-7. In particular, IL-7 is a nonredundant cytokine, which is essential for T and B cell development ([@bib2]; [@bib61]). It is important for proliferation, differentiation, and survival of B and T cell precursors ([@bib1]; [@bib21]). IL-7-- or IL-7Rα--deficient mice or anti--IL-7 antibody--treated mice all display severely impaired B- and T cell development ([@bib76]; [@bib91]). Of note, serum levels of IL-7 were strongly reduced in response to DR, and this response was completely rescued by RF ([Fig. 9 A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). To test whether down-regulation of IL-7 contributed to the impaired B lymphopoiesis in DR-fed mice, DR-fed mice were treated with daily injections of IL-7 or vehicle controls. Intriguingly, IL-7 injection significantly reverted the DR-mediated reduction of CLPs ([Fig. 9 B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}) and pro--B cells (not depicted), as well as the DR-mediated increases in the number of MEPs in BM ([Fig. 9 C](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This rescue in the skewing of hematopoiesis in DR-fed mice was associated with a reduction of quiescence of CLPs ([Fig. 9 D](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}) and an induction of proliferation of pro--B cells (not depicted) in response to IL-7 supplementation. Interestingly, IL-7 injection also rescued the cell differentiation of lymphoid-biased HSCs into CLPs and differentiation of CLPs into pro--B cells in DR-fed mice ([Fig. 9, E and F](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), accompanied by a rescue in the skewed expression of genes that control lymphoid cell differentiation versus genes controlling erythroid cell differentiation in HSCs ([Fig. 9 G](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).

![**IL-7 or IL-6 injection reverts suppression of lymphopoiesis in mice exposed to DR.** (A) ELISA-determined serum level of IL-7 in mice treated with DR or AL for 7 d or refed with AL diet for 3 d after 7 d of DR (*n* = 3--4 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). One-way ANOVA. (B--G) 2-mo-old mice were treated with DR or AL diet for 9 d. In parallel, mouse IL-7 protein or vehicle control was subcutaneously injected for 9 d at a dose of 50 µg/kg once per day (*n* = 5 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). Mice were sacrificed for analysis 24 h after the last injection. (B--D) FACS analysis was performed on freshly isolated BM cells to determine the total number of CLPs (B) and MEPs (C), and the percentage of CLPs (D) of DR mice in the indicated phases of the cell cycle (FACS analysis by Ki67 and DAPI staining). (E and F) the ratio of CLPs versus lymphoid-biased HSCs (E) and of pro--B cells versus CLPs (F). (G) The mRNA expression levels of genes that are associated with lymphoid cell differentiation and erythroid cell differentiation were determined by qRT-PCR in freshly isolated lymphoid-biased HSCs under the indicated treatment conditions. One-way ANOVA (B, C, and E--G) or unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test (D) was used. (H) ELISA-determined serum level of IL-6 in mice treated with DR or AL for 7 d or refed with AL diet for 3 d after 7 d of DR (*n* = 3--4 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). One-way ANOVA was used. (I) 2-mo-old mice were treated with a DR or AL diet for 5 d. In parallel, mouse IL-6 protein or vehicle control was subcutaneously injected into mice daily at a dose of 50 µg/kg (*n* = 4 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). The total number of CLPs was determined by FACS analysis, 24 h after the last injection. One-way ANOVA analysis. (J--P) ADX or sham surgery was performed on 2-mo-old mice. 10 d after operation, mice were treated with DR or AL for 9 d (*n* = 4--5 mice per group; *n* = 2 independent experiments). Mice of the indicated cohorts were analyzed as follows: (J, O, and P) ELISA-determined serum levels of total corticosterone (J), IL-7 (O), and IL-6 (P); (K--M) FACS analysis of the total number of CLPs (K) and MEPs (M) per million BM cells and of the percentage of CLPs (L) of DR mice in different stages of the cell cycle (by Ki67 and DAPI staining); (N) expression of lymphoid- and erythroid-specific genes in lymphoid-biased HSCs of mice of the indicated cohorts. One-way ANOVA (J, K, and M--P) or unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test (L) was used. AL con, control-injected AL mice or sham-operated AL mice; AL IL-7, IL-7--injected AL mice; DR con, control-injected DR mice or sham-operated DR mice; DR IL-7, IL-7--injected DR mice; AL IL-6, IL-6--injected AL mice; DR IL-6, IL-6--injected DR mice; AL ADX, AL mice with ADX; DR ADX, DR mice with ADX. Data are displayed as mean ± SEM. \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, P \< 0.0001. ns, not significant.](JEM_20151100_Fig9){#fig9}

IL-6 is another cytokine that plays an important role in hematopoiesis, including B cell development ([@bib41]; [@bib74]). In accordance with previous studies ([@bib84]; [@bib17]; [@bib90]; [@bib101]), we also observed a suppression of IL-6 expression in the serum of DR mice ([Fig. 9 H](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to experiments on IL-7, injection of IL-6 rescued the production of CLPs in DR-fed mice ([Fig. 9 I](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicated that the lowered expression of IL-7 and IL-6 contribute to the skewed differentiation of HSCs under DR condition.

It is known that DR elevates serum levels of corticosterone in rats and mice ([@bib51]; [@bib36]; [@bib38]), possibly resulting from a stress response triggered by DR. Because glucocorticoids suppress immune activity, we investigated the possible contribution of hypercorticism to the skewing in hematopoiesis/lymphopoiesis in response to DR. To this end, adrenalectomy (ADX) or sham operation was conducted. 10 d after the surgery, mice were treated with DR or AL. In line with previous studies ([@bib36]; [@bib38]), serum levels of total corticosterone were significantly elevated in DR mice compared with the AL mice in the sham-operated group, whereas corticosterone levels were significantly reduced in the ADX group both in DR- and AL-fed mice ([Fig. 9 J](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). ADX partially rescued the reduction of CLPs ([Fig. 9 K](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}) but not the inhibition of cell cycle activity of CLPs ([Fig. 9 L](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}) and pro--B cells (not depicted) or the increases in erythropoiesis in mice exposed to DR conditions ([Fig. 9 M](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the DR-induced skewing in the expression of genes that control lymphoid cell differentiation versus genes controlling erythroid cell differentiation in HSCs was not rescued by ADX ([Fig. 9 N](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Also, the serum levels of IL-7 and IL-6 were not affected by ADX ([Fig. 9, O and P](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these data indicate that DR-induced hypercorticism contributes to DR-induced alteration in hematopoiesis/lymphopoiesis. However, removal of corticoids by ADX could not revert DR-mediated suppression in lymphopoiesis to the same extent as the supplementation of IL-6 and IL-7 and had no effect on the induction of erythropoiesis in DR-exposed mice, which was instead fully reverted by IL-7 supplementation. It would be interesting for future studies to further delineate IL-6/IL-7--dependent processes, corticosteroid-dependent processes, and interactions between these processes in altering HSC differentiation in response to DR.

DISCUSSION {#s09}
==========

The current study provides the first experimental evidence that long-term application of 30% DR, the best-studied anti-aging intervention across different species, induces beneficial and adverse effects on HSC aging and hematopoiesis/lymphopoiesis. The study shows that despite having beneficial effects on retarding decline in the repopulation capacity of HSCs during aging, DR severely impairs lymphopoiesis by impairing the differentiation of lymphoid-biased HSCs and lymphoid progenitor cell proliferation. The study identifies specific systemic acting factors (e.g., decreases in IL-6, IL-7, and IGF1) that mediate beneficial and adverse effects of DR on HSC function and hematopoiesis.

DR increases HSC quiescence and retards HSC aging {#s10}
-------------------------------------------------

The long-term self-renewal capacity of adult HSCs is not unlimited, and quiescence is believed to be a major mechanism to maintain HSC homeostasis ([@bib96]). In agreement with this hypothesis, it was shown that increasing HSC cycling leads to exhaustion of stem cells in many genetically modified mouse models ([@bib77]; [@bib100]; [@bib89]; [@bib96]). Moreover, replication stress was shown to exhaust the self-renewal and functionality of HSCs by replication-induced reactive oxygen species levels and DNA damage ([@bib93]), a process that appears to be accelerated by increases in replication stress during aging ([@bib30]).

Previous studies estimated the doubling time of individual HSCs to be 17.8--145 d ([@bib6]; [@bib16]; [@bib50]; [@bib96]), although there exists a predominantly dormant subpopulation (\<1,000 cells per mouse, dividing only five times during lifetime), which is unlikely to significantly contribute to daily maintenance of adult hematopoiesis as a result of their extremely rare production of progeny ([@bib96]; [@bib87]; [@bib7]).

This study revealed a previously unknown effect of DR to increase HSC quiescence. To date, DR is discussed as one of the viable interventions that could eventually be applied to mankind to increase health and lifespan ([@bib13]; [@bib58]). Decreasing the fraction of cycling HSCs by DR could contribute to its health-promoting effects by reducing the overall turnover of the HSC pool. In support of this hypothesis, our study showed that long-term DR prevented the induction of typical aging phenotypes of HSCs characterized by an increase in the pool size of phenotypically defined HSCs, skewing toward myeloid-biased HSCs versus lymphoid-biased HSCs, and impairments in the repopulation capacity of HSCs. Mechanistically, the improved maintenance of the repopulating activity of HSCs during early aging by long-term DR may involve the DR-mediated reduction of oxidative stress--induced damage ([@bib59]; [@bib78]). HSCs in quiescence were shown to reside in a state of low metabolic activity characterized by glycolytic activity and low rates of oxidative phosphorylation--dependent glucose metabolism ([@bib85], [@bib86]). In addition, HSC proliferation by itself was shown to induce reactive oxygen species levels that in turn aggravate DNA damage and HSC exhaustion in the context of DNA repair deficiencies ([@bib93]). It is possible that DR-induced quiescence of HSCs contributes to the beneficial effects of DR, delaying the functional exhaustion of HSCs during aging by the suppression of both cell cycle activity and metabolic activity.

Aging is a lifelong process that lasts from adulthood until advanced age. This study reveals DR-dependent effects during early aging until midlife. However, the observed effects of long-term DR that occur until midlife (reduced increase in HSC number, reduced myeloid skewing, and improved repopulation capacity) resemble a rescue of changes in the hematopoietic system that also characterize advanced aging. It remains to be investigated whether DR would continue to affect these phenotypes until advanced age.

DR impairs lymphoid cell differentiation but induces erythroid/myeloid cell differentiation of HSCs and early progenitor cells {#s11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Despite the beneficial effect on HSC maintenance, this study shows that DR leads to a severe impairment of lymphopoiesis. Interestingly, there is a sequential suppression (in response to DR) and recovery (in response to RF) of B lymphopoiesis starting at the earliest lymphoid progenitor cell level (CLPs) and proceeding through intermediate stages toward mature B cells. This sequential alteration in B lymphopoiesis in response to DR is distinct from other stresses (such as irradiation) that suppress the lymphoid lineage, mainly involving apoptosis of downstream lymphocytes ([@bib99]; [@bib22]). In contrast, DR-induced suppression of lymphopoiesis is not associated with apoptosis induction but originates from a suppression of differentiation and proliferation starting at the tip of the hierarchy---the lymphoid-biased HSCs and early lymphoid progenitor cells (CLPs). This suppression of lymphopoiesis in response to DR coincides with a suppression of expression of key genes that regulate lymphoid fate determination as well as with impaired proliferation of early lymphoid progenitor cells.

In contrast to the suppression of B lymphopoiesis, erythropoiesis/myelopoiesis was enhanced upon DR. Long-term DR leads to an elevated expression of erythroid-specific genes in HSCs, and rates of erythroid/myeloid progenitor cell proliferation remain high in response to DR in contrast to the suppression of lymphoid progenitor cell proliferation. Previously, it was shown that hematopoietic progenitor cells (GMPs) undergo apoptosis upon extreme DR (fasting mice for 24 h; [@bib95]), and repeated fasting (fasting mice for 48 h) and RF cycles were found to reverse age-dependent myeloid bias ([@bib13]). However, as shown in this study, moderate long-term DR does not result in myeloid progenitor cell apoptosis but strongly impairs B lymphopoiesis by impairing HSC differentiation and progenitor cell proliferation. Together, these results show that constant and moderate DR has a very different impact on HSCs and progenitor cells compared with cycles of extreme DR (fasting) and RF.

Down-regulation of growth factors such as IGF1 is generally considered as one of the key mechanisms of DR-mediated effects in other model systems. This study shows that IGF1 suppression contributes to DR-induced HSC quiescence but does not regulate the impairment of B lymphopoiesis, which is rather related to the suppression of IL-7 and IL-6 in response to DR. Of note, IL-7 injection rescued not only the DR-induced inhibition of proliferation of lymphoid progenitors and the lymphoid cell differentiation block of HSCs, but it also reduced the enhancement of erythropoiesis and therefore reverted the skewing in hematopoiesis under long-term DR. IL-7 and IL-6 are produced by various types of cells from multiple organs including thymus, muscle, skin, intestine, and adipose tissue ([@bib61]; [@bib37]; [@bib64]), many of which are known to be affected by calorie restriction ([@bib57]; [@bib65]; [@bib60]; [@bib24]; [@bib18]; [@bib98]). The reduced levels of IL-6/IL-7 under DR conditions are likely the result of systemic changes in multiple organs and appear to contribute to the saving of energy expenditure in dietary restricted situation.

Collectively, the current study provides experimental evidence for a dual role of DR in maintaining HSC repopulation capacity during aging but skewing the capacity of HSCs and early progenitor cells to maintain balanced differentiation toward lymphopoiesis and erythropoiesis/myelopoiesis. Historically, there have been observations of low blood lymphocytes and increased RBCs in mammals under DR ([@bib42]; [@bib92]; [@bib79]). To our knowledge, this study provides the first mechanistic understanding of immune-suppressive effects of DR, which are regulated by a reduction of specific cytokines, resulting in altered expression of fate determination genes and impaired proliferation of lymphoid (biased) stem and progenitor cells. HSCs stand at the tip of the hierarchy of the hematopoietic system and, as such, are the main cell type to adjust hematopoiesis to different challenges, including the here-disclosed response to mild metabolic stress induced by DR, resulting in suppression of B lymphopoiesis and enhanced erythropoiesis. This adjustment of HSCs could evolutionarily be important for the body to adapt to energy stress in times of low food availability because RBCs are the transporters of oxygen, which is a fundamental component of the respiratory chain to efficiently produce energy. However, the suppression of lymphopoiesis and immune functions might also represent a relevant side effect contributing to the failure of long-term DR to elongate the lifespan in long-lived mammals despite improving health parameters ([@bib62]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s12}
=====================

 {#s13}

### Mice and dietary intervention {#s14}

C57BL/6J mice were obtained from Janvier. p53 knockout mice, Puma knockout mice, and Vav-Bcl2 transgenic mice were maintained on a C57BL/6J background ([@bib25]; [@bib69]; [@bib45]). Mice were maintained in the animal facilities of the Leibniz Institute on Aging on a 12-h light/12-h dark cycle. Mice were housed individually and received a regimen of either an AL diet (fed with an unlimited amount of food) or a DR diet (fed daily with an amount of food corresponding to 70% of the amount of food consumed by body weight-- and gender-matched mice in the AL group). The provided food amount was constant over the whole DR period. All mouse experiments were approved by the state government of Thüringen (protocol number 03-006/13).

### BrdU administration {#s15}

BrdU (Sigma-Aldrich) was administered by 180 µg/mouse intraperitoneal injection as a single dose followed by supplying drinking water at a concentration of 0.8 mg/ml.

### pIpC administration {#s16}

pIpC (Sigma-Aldrich) was administered by 5-mg/kg intraperitoneal injection as a single dose.

### Flow cytometry {#s17}

Mice were sacrificed, and BM was flushed from all hind limbs and pelvis with sterile PBS. BM cells were resuspended in a 150-mM ammonium chloride solution to lyse the red cells. Afterward, cells were washed, counted, and incubated with flow cytometric antibodies. Phenotypic cell surface markers for HSCs, CMPs, GMPs, and MEPs were detected using a lineage cocktail (biotinylated anti-B220, -CD11b, --Gr-1, --TER-119, -CD3, -CD4, and -CD8 antibodies; BioLegend) and Alexa Fluor 700--conjugated anti-CD34 (eBioscience), APC-conjugated anti-CD150 (BioLegend), PE-Cy7--conjugated anti--c-Kit (eBioscience), Pacific blue--conjugated anti--Sca-1 (BioLegend), FITC-conjugated anti-CD16/32 (BioLegend) antibodies, and streptavidin-APC-Cy7 (BioLegend). Phenotypic cell surface markers for CLPs were detected using a lineage cocktail (biotinylated anti-B220, -CD11b, --Gr-1, --TER-119, -CD3, -CD4, and -CD8 antibodies) and PerCP-Cy5.5--conjugated anti--IL-7Rα (eBioscience), PE-conjugated anti-Flt3 (BioLegend), APC-conjugated anti--c-Kit (BioLegend), PE-Cy7--conjugated anti--Sca-1 (BioLegend) antibodies, and streptavidin-APC-Cy7. Phenotypic cell-surface markers for pro--B cells were detected using a lineage cocktail (biotinylated anti--Gr-1, -CD11b, --TER-119, and -CD3 antibodies) and APC-Cy7--conjugated anti-CD19 (BioLegend), Pacific blue--conjugated anti-B220 (BioLegend), PE-conjugated anti-CD43 (BD), APC-conjugated anti-AA4.1 (eBioscience), FITC-conjugated anti-CD24 (BioLegend) antibodies, and streptavidin--Alexa Fluor 700. Phenotypic cell surface markers for proEry's were detected using APC-conjugated anti--TER-119 (eBioscience) and PE-conjugated anti-CD71 (BioLegend) antibodies. Phenotypic cell surface markers for differentiated BM cells were detected using PE-conjugated anti-B220 (BioLegend), APC-Cy7--conjugated anti-CD11b (BioLegend), FITC-conjugated anti--Gr-1 (eBioscience), APC-conjugated anti-CD4 (BioLegend), and PerCP-Cy5.5--conjugated anti-CD8 (BioLegend) antibodies. After staining, cells were analyzed on a flow cytometer (FACS LSR Fortessa; BD).

For cell cycle analysis, BM cells were first stained with certain antibody combinations to label populations of interest. For HSCs, a lineage cocktail as described in the previous paragraph and Alexa Fluor 700--conjugated anti-CD34, PE-conjugated anti-CD150 (BioLegend), APC-conjugated anti--c-Kit, PE-Cy7--conjugated anti--Sca-1 (BioLegend), and PerCP-Cy5.5--conjugated anti-CD48 antibodies and streptavidin--APC-Cy7 were used. For CLPs, a lineage cocktail as described in the previous paragraph and PerCP-Cy5.5--conjugated anti--IL-7Rα, PE-conjugated anti-Flt3, APC-conjugated anti--c-Kit, PE-Cy7--conjugated anti-Sca-1 antibodies, and streptavidin-APC-Cy7 were used. For CMPs/GMPs/MEPs, a lineage cocktail as described above and PE-Cy7--conjugated anti-CD16/32, Alexa Fluor 700--conjugated anti-CD34, APC-conjugated anti--c-Kit, PE-conjugated anti--Sca-1 antibodies, and streptavidin-APC-Cy7 were used. For pro--B cells, a lineage cocktail (biotinylated anti--Gr-1, -CD11b, --TER-119, and -CD3 antibodies) and APC-Cy7--conjugated anti-CD19, Pacific blue--conjugated anti-B220, APC-conjugated anti-AA4.1, PE-conjugated anti-CD24 (BioLegend) antibodies, and streptavidin--Alexa Fluor 700 were used. After staining, cells were fixed and permeabilized with the Cytofix/Cytoperm Fixation/Permeabilization Solution kit (BD) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Afterward, cells were incubated with FITC-conjugated anti-Ki67 antibody (BD) for 1 h on ice and incubated with DAPI/PBS medium to stain for DNA contents. BrdU staining was performed using the BrdU Flow kit (BD) according to the manufacturer's instructions.

### HSC sorting {#s18}

BM cells were incubated with APC-conjugated anti--c-Kit antibody, and c-Kit^+^ cells were enriched using anti-APC magnetic beads and LS columns (Miltenyi Biotec). The positively selected cells were then stained for HSC markers using a lineage cocktail as described in the previous section and Alexa Fluor 700--conjugated anti-CD34, Brilliant Violet 605--conjugated anti-CD150 (BioLegend), PE-Cy7--conjugated anti-CD48 (BioLegend), APC-conjugated anti--c-Kit, and PE-conjugated anti--Sca-1 (BioLegend) antibodies and streptavidin-APC-Cy7. After staining, cells were sorted on a cell sorter (FACSAria III; BD).

### BM transplantation {#s19}

100 or 200 FACS-purified HSCs from Ly5.2 donor mice mixed with 2 × 10^5^ BM cells from Ly5.1 mice were injected via tail vein into lethally irradiated Ly5.1/5.2 recipient mice. 4 mo after primary transplantation, 10^7^ BM cells from the primary recipients were transplanted into secondary recipient mice (Ly5.1/5.2). BM analysis was performed 4 mo after transplantation.

### PB cell counting {#s20}

PB was collected from the tail vein containing a minimal volume of 0.5 M EDTA. PB cell count was performed on cell counter (model 2000; AL Systeme) according to the manufacturer's instructions.

### *Staphylococcus aureus* infection {#s21}

Mice were inoculated subcutaneously with 2 × 10^7^ CFU of *S. aureus* 6850 bacteria by injecting 50 µl of the cell suspension (4 × 10^8^ cells/ml in PBS) into the left hind footpad. Six mice per group (AL and DR) were infected. Mice were sacrificed by CO~2~ asphyxiation 1 wk after infection, and CFU counts of footpads were determined. Colonies were counted after incubation of homogenized tissue overnight at 37°C.

### RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis {#s22}

Total RNA was isolated from freshly sorted cells by using MagMAX-96 Total RNA Isolation kit (Ambion). A DNA digestion step was included during the RNA purification process. Reverse transcriptions were performed to synthesize first-strand DNA by using the GoScript reverse transcription system (Promega).

### Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) {#s23}

qRT-PCR was performed with an ABI 7500 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). iTaq SYBR green supermix with Rox (Bio-Rad Laboratories) was used. mRNA expression of genes was normalized to β-actin in each sample and was normalized to 1 in the AL group. Primer sets for the detection of single genes are listed as follows. β-actin--F, 5′-CTAAGGCCAACCGTGAAAAG-3′; β-actin--R, 5′-ACCAGAGGCATACAGGGACA-3′; Rag1-F, 5′-TCCCAGCACACTTTGTGAAA-3′; Rag1-R, 5′-GGGATCAGCCAGAATGTGTT-3′; IL-7Rα--F, 5′-CGAAACTCCAGAACCCAAGA-3′; IL-7Rα--R, 5′-AATGGTGACACTTGGCAAGAC-3′; Blnk-F, 5′-TCCCATTTAATTCGACGTTTG-3′; Blnk-R, 5′-AGCATACCAGGGCTTACCG-3′; Ly6d-F, 5′-TCTGCTCGTCCTCCTTGTCT-3′; Ly6d-R, 5′-GTGCACACGTGACATCGAA-3′; CEBPα-F, 5′-AAACAACGCAACGTGGAGA-3′; CEBPα-R, 5′-GCGGTCATTGTCACTGGTC-3′; Mpo-F, 5′-TCGATGGAATGGGGAGAA-3′; Mpo-R, 5′-TCCCGGTATGTGATGATCTG-3′; Gata1-F, 5′-GAGCTGACTTTCCCAGTCCTT-3′; Gata1-R, 5′-CACACACTCTCTGGCCTCAC-3′; Car1-F, 5′-CAGAAAGTACTTGATGCTCTAAACTCA-3′; Car1-R, 5′-AAGTAGGTCCAGTAATCCAGAGATG-3′; Bbc3-F, 5′-TGGAGGGTCATGTACAATCTCTT-3′; Bbc3-R, 5′-GTTGGGCTCCATTTCTGG-3′; Pmaip1-F, 5′-CAGATGCCTGGGAAGTCG-3′; Pmaip1-R, 5′-TGAGCACACTCGTCCTTCAA-3′; Bok-F, 5′-AGTGGCAGGCCACATCTT-3′; Bok-R, 5′-CCACGGAATACAGGGACACTA-3′; Bax-F, 5′-GTGAGCGGCTGCTTGTCT-3′; Bax-R, 5′-GGTCCCGAAGTAGGAGAGGA-3′.

### ELISA {#s24}

ELISA for detecting IGF1, IL-6, IL-7, and total corticosterone was performed using the IGF-I mouse/rat ELISA kit (Mediagnost), the Mouse IL-6 Quantikine ELISA kit (R&D Systems), the Mouse IL-7 Quantikine ELISA kit (R&D Systems), and Corticosterone EIA kit (ARBOR ASSAYS), respectively, according to the manufacturer's instructions.

### Administration of IGF1, IL-7, and IL-6 {#s25}

Recombinant human IGF1 (Mecasermin \[Increlex; Tatzend Apotheke\]) was subcutaneously injected into mice twice per day for 8 d at a dose of 500 µg/kg. Recombinant murine IL-7 protein (antibodies online Inc.) was subcutaneously injected into mice daily for 9 d at a dose of 50 µg/kg. Recombinant murine IL-6 protein (PeproTech) was subcutaneously injected into mice daily for 5 d at a dose of 50 µg/kg.

### ADX {#s26}

Mice were anesthetized with 95 mg/kg ketamine and 8 mg/kg xylazin, and adrenal glands from both sides were removed. Sham operation was performed with the same surgical steps without removing the adrenal glands. 1% NaCl was provided in drinking water throughout the experimental period after the surgery to both operation and sham operation groups.

### Statistics {#s27}

Prism 6.0 software (GraphPad Software) was used for all statistical analysis. The unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test and one-way ANOVA was used to calculate p-values for two-group datasets and multigroup (more than two groups) datasets, respectively.

### Online supplemental material {#s28}

Fig. S1 shows the FACS gating strategy of HSCs and myeloid/erythroid progenitors in flow cytometry analysis. Fig. S2 shows the FACS gating strategy of CLPs in flow cytometry analysis. Fig. S3 shows the FACS gating strategy of pro--B cells in flow cytometry analysis. Fig. S4 shows the FACS gating strategy of B cells, myeloid cells, and proEry's in flow cytometry analysis. Online supplemental material is available at <http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20151100/DC1>.
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